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Experimental search of supersolidity in solid helium-4

-objects immersed in solid 
helium-4

-mass flow experiments 

-torsionnal oscillators

►No signature of 
supersolidity [13]

[13] M. W. Meisel, Physica B, 178 (1-4) :121–128, 1992
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Nucleation model of the liquid phase [59]:

►Unstable when nucleation rate too important :

-Happens close to the spinodal point 

Destabilization by vacancies criterion [40] :

►Unstable when insulating gap between vacancies/interstitials is closed

-Obtained by linear extrapolations

Conclusion :

Solid helium 4 can be brought 
down to 0 bar

Extrapolated equation of state 
gives
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►The emitter was machined at the mechanical workshop with diamond 
tools by A. Leclerc
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Numerical simulation program

►Numerical simulation developed to predict sound propagation :

-Solve the equation of motion for cylindrical symmetry :
2D problem             

-A finite difference method is used

►2 computed quantities : volume variations            and shear
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►One emitter simulation :
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Refractive index map

► Phase      is the integral of refractive index variations along the 
beam path, i. e. the  Abel transform of 

, avec

► An inverse Abel transform algorithm has been developped to retrieve 
radial profile of                 from the phase maps 

Introduction

Focused ultrasound 
wave in solid helium-4
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Interferometric 
measurement of density 
variations
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Calculation of density 
maps
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4 and stability limits

Conclusion and 
prospects
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Conclusion and prospects
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Sound focusing in helium-4 monocrystal
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Metastable state of solid helium-4
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►Time evolution at the acoustic focus :

►Sample pressure goes below the melting line :  the crystal is in a 
metastable state :

-             is the largest pressure variation

-           the lowest pressure reached

Metastable state of solid helium-4
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Increasing the metastability
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►The voltage          applied to the piezoelectric emitter is varied to 
increase the metastability :

            is limited by nonlinearities during propagation, probably due to 
plastic effects

If the voltage is  increased further, the crystal becomes unstable

Is the instability a property 
of helium crystals? Is it related to non-linearities?

Instability
~4.4 bar
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Reducing nonlinearities

►Two emitters in confocal configuration :

-For the same initial amplitude, the 
amplitude at the focal point is doubled

-Symmetrized the sound wave
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Reducing nonlinearities

►Two emitters in confocal configuration :

-For the same initial amplitude, the 
amplitude at the focal point is doubled

-Symmetrized the sound wave

►Results :

-Much closer to a linear
behaviour
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Instability NOT related to nonlinearities
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Reducing nonlinearities

►Two emitters in confocal configuration :

-For the same initial amplitude, the 
amplitude at the focal point is doubled

-Symmetrized the sound wave

►Results :

-Much closer to a linear
behaviour

-Instability still appear for the 
same pressure amplitude 
range
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Instability NOT related to nonlinearities

Instability
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Description of the instability
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Conclusion and 
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-instability is NOT related to 
shear 

-localized at the maximum 
amplitude of the sound wave

►Formation of the instability :

-suddenly appears on image

-small nucleus (                   )
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Instability threshold

Introduction
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Temperature (K)

P
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ss
ur

e 
(b

ar
)

Superfluid

Solid hcp

►Observations :
-Same results for the two configurations used 

-No dependance to the initial pressure

-Small dependance to the temperature

1 emitter

1 emitter

2 emitters

Mean threshold pressure is 21.4 bar ►The stability limit encountered 
here is clearly different from the one discussed before
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Conclusion

Introduction

Focused ultrasound 
wave in solid helium-4

Cryogenic techniques

Interferometric 
measurement of density 
variations

Metastable solid helium-
4 and stability limits

Conclusion and 
prospects

►The development of two experimental tools made this work possible :

-A taylor-made piezoelectric transducer, shaped to a wavesurface 
to focus ultrasound wave in helium 4 crystals

-A time resolved multiphase interferometric imaging method to 
determine the pressure of the metastable state

►Results on metastable solid helium-4 :

-Metastable phase explored down to 21.4 bar

-Limiting non-linear effects were suppressed by using a two 
emitters confocal configuration

-Below 21.4 bar solid helium undergoes an unexpected 
instability

-This instability could correspond to the nucleation of the liquid 
phase, but is incompatible with actual model
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Prospects
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Metastable solid helium-
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Conclusion and 
prospects

►Short and middle term prospects :

-Confirm that instability takes place during negative swings of the 
wave

-Build a nucleation model to take into account crystal defects

►Long term prospects :

-Extend the temperature range of measurements

-Assess the compressibility in the metastable state by using 
Brillouin scattering
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Thank you for your attention
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Numerical simulation results

One ultrasonic emitter

► ►Maximum of             reached :

-ovoidal focus ( width      , height    )

-amplification factor

► ►Maximum of     reached :

-maximum shear around focus

-no shear at the origin

Introduction
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Overcoming sound 
anisotropy

Numerical simulation 
of sound propagation
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Interferometric 
measurement of density 
variations

Metastable solid helium-
4 and stability limits

Conclusion and 
prospects
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Numerical simulation results

Two ultrasonic emitters

► ►Maximum of             reached :

-circular focus ( width      , height    )

-amplification factor               

► ►Maximum of     reached :

-maximum shear around focus

-no shear at the origin

Introduction
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Overcoming sound 
anisotropy

Numerical simulation 
of sound propagation
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Interferometric 
measurement of density 
variations

Metastable solid helium-
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Conclusion and 
prospects
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Numerical simulation program

►Accuracy checked by creating a 
wavesurface

Very good agreement with analytical 
wavesurface
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Sound focusing in helium-4 crystals
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